Software Developer
POSITION: Software Developer
JOB LOCATION: Davis, CA (Sacramento Area)
SALARY: Base salary begins at $60,000 + semi-annual bonus + full benefits
Work with the World’s leading medical technology companies:
Become part of a team that helps shape the medical technology industry’s
innovation process, product creation, and upstream marketing activities. We
provide strategic marketing and marketing research services to medical technology
innovators headquartered in the Americas, Europe and Asia. Our clients range from
global Fortune 500 companies to VC-funded start-ups. We specialize in the fields of
medical imaging, medical devices, diagnostics and healthcare IT. Key client
deliverables include primary marketing research (“voice of customer”) findings and
consulting recommendations containing actionable data, market models, and vital
insights. Thanks to our offices and affiliates around the world; our research projects
are conducted in all continents.

Our Company:
The MarkeTech Group (TMTG) is an International (USA/France) market research
group dedicated exclusively to the healthcare industries. The group’s parent
company is based in Davis, CA, where we have been in existence for over 20 years.
Locations:
Headquarters: Davis, CA
USA Europe: Nantes,
France
Website:

www.themarketechgroup.com
Job description:
TMTG utilizes numerous bespoke software solutions within its operations and is
looking for a software developer with 2-4 years of programming experience to
help maintain and continue to develop those solutions.

Skills:
Full stack app and web development using Java7, PHP5/symfony2, HTML,
JavaScript and SQL. The choice of language may vary from project to project
and may change for future development work.
o
o
o
o
o

SugarCRM: debug, maintenance and support (html)
simPRO™, vWPRO™ (Java and App server in PHP/symfony2; architecture
REST)
imagePRO™, DropZone, chatPRO™ (PHP/symfony2 + jQuery + MySQL)
imagePRO™ smartphone application (phonegap + ionic + angularJS)
Website (CMS Made Simple)

Responsibilities:
o

As a software developer at TMTG, you will be responsible for managing various
software development projects from conception to completion, maintenance
and updates included. This will include areas such as testing and
documentation. You will also be responsible for advising on future
technological direction of product software development.

